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      Light to dark, dark to light Stef Driesen - Germaine Kruip Driesen – Kruip Stef Driesen and Germaine Kruip each work in different media: painting for Driesen, and light/installation, objects and performance for Kruip. This exhibition is the first occasion in which their work can be seen together – that is, outside the studio. From a perspective combining art and life, this exhibition is only a logical follow-up of the fact that during seven years, the two artists shared a studio. This intimate given raises questions on artist’s friendships, exchange, art production, and artistic affinity. One such affinity is contained in the exhibition title, formulated by the artists as a trait d’union (hyphen) between their respective bodies of work: Light to dark, dark to light. Light – dark In the beginning, there was light. Of course, light is a condition for visibility. For both Driesen and Kruip, light and dark are not just prior conditions for perception, but material (Driesen) and immaterial (Kruip) constitutive elements. More precisely, the title refers to a to-and-fro movement from light to dark, from dark to light. This oscillating movement can be experience on different levels in the exhibition. In the alteration between white cube and black box spaces; in a to-and-fro movement between light works and paintings – be it an active moving around by the beholder, or a mental exchange between light works and painting; and, notably, inside each individual work. For Germaine Kruip, light is a medium. What does this mean? The gaze, looking, implies an experience in time. Light brushes the surface of objects, it floods spaces, rendering them visible. Light also has a mysterious, pure, almost tactile quality, which can become the subject of light art. For the light works in this exhibition, the artist did not revert to natural light, as she did in previous installations. Recently, Kruip staged her first theater performance of light and shadow, in the Kaaitheater in Brussels: A !1 Possibility of an Abstraction. Two works in the present exhibition flow forth from this cinematic performance, keeping the theatrical black box viewing situation. Looking inside a dark space has implications for the perception of space and our place therein. What is darkness without light? The night – a spatiality without objects. The night, writes the philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty, “is not an object before me, it surrounds me, penetrates all of my senses, smothers my memories, nearly erasing my identity.” When a light looms up in the dark, without making the space visible but rather projecting onto a single plane or zone, the viewing condition is that of a goggle- box, like in the theater or cinema. Theoreticians of cinema have pointed out the reduction of the body in this viewing situation to a single eye. This is where Kruip’s installations in A Possibility of an Abstraction take their starting point: when the eye takes over the perceptual functions of the entire sensorium. Merleau-Ponty refers to the night as a “pure depth without levels, without surfaces, without distance between the dark and myself.” It is not a coincidence that, while working on A Possibility of an Abstraction in the theater, an odd sensation befell Kruip: the impression of walking inside a painting by Stef Driesen. Around the same time the two artists set up their studio together, Driesen radically broke with figuration. Of his recent oil paintings, all without titles, the surfaces are what our eyes see – when light falls onto them. These surfaces, mineral/tactile or shiny, present a cognitive blur regarding opacity and transparency. The color fields that loom up consist of several, even many transparent, thin layers of oil paint, but form massive color fields. These suggest a to-and-fro movement between appearing and disappearing, seemingly overflowing the boundaries of the canvas. These paintings do not literally present a Ganzfeld – a term from the field of experimental psychology of perception describing a color field free of objects, absolutely homogenous, englobing the entire periphery of the field of perception. But Driesen’s works provoke a similar experience for the beholder, of a growing, floating atmosphere, mass, and compactness, which can even seem tangible: a force field, occupying space in the same way a field of light or darkness might do (Kruip has described this characteristic of light as a “blanket”). !2 Form – abstraction An adequate term for the atmospheric quality of both artists’ work might be aura. But an aura whereof? In Driesen’s works, atmosphere or aura is created by color rather than by recognizable images or shapes, which are both lacking. Should we speak of a thing, it would be something escaping us perpetually, something as yet undefined, as in the mist, a phantom. One of Kruip’s installations in A Possibility of an Abstraction explicitly stages the question of an abstract “thing”. Kruip has a longstanding interest in the history of geometric abstract art, via De Stijl, and in the mystical potential that has been ascribed to geometric forms. In the present installation, we see a luminous lozenge floating in space. The lozenge, one could say, is pure aura, without an object: it’s an optical illusion, as a test with another sense, touch, might reveal. Yet, the question arises after the veracity of the image: we see a shape, but cannot be certain it is actually there, or rather produced by light. The distinction between correct vision and illusory vision is here dissolved. The lozenge is before us, an object made out of nothing. But where is it? Place – space “We have been wrong to say that the boundaries of the field of vision always provide an objective touchstone. De edge of the visual field is not a concrete line – it is a moment, a restless experience.” (Merleau-Ponty) Both Driesen and Kruip explore the peripheral areas of vision, in object, field, or space. Driesen’s paintings in this exhibition seem to suggest a certain depth or spatiality. In the absence of identifiable figures or forms, our eyes seek out markers of space; levels, surfaces. In Kruip’s works, the eye, perceiving light, will look for contours of objects and zones. Precisely these border regions of the field of vision are the subject of Kruip’s second light installation from A Possibility of an Abstraction: a projection exploring the oscillating peripheries between light and dark on a geometric plane (the relation to abstract painting is evident). But again, what are we looking at? What kind of places do Driesen’s and Kruip’s works suggest? A place far or nearby? Deep or shallow? !3 Both artists refer to their work in terms of a mental space, a dreamscape. In dreams and in the mind’s eye we also see, with our eyes shut. It would appear that the kind of virtual places we see in dreams are not a metaphor, but a paradigm for Driesen’s and Kruip’s works. A dreamscape is a field without objects or confines, where light has no outside source and can thus become substance. Here, we can fall and fly endlessly: dreamscapes are infinite and immeasurable. They are places of transgression of bodily functions, of spaces, relations, scale. When we open our eyes this place and its virtual force are absent. According to the philosopher Georges Didi-Huberman, the production of art implies submitting oneself to the forces of a place that distances us from tangible, measurable things. This is entirely true for Driesen: a number of his works explore the movement of falling (seemingly endlessly). But in order to render infinite vastness, a minimum of framing is required, an architecture or canvas within which things can touch upon their boundaries – for example between colors, or between light and dark. The experience of art becomes an experience of boundaries. The eye becomes an interface between the visible space and the absent virtual space of dream that a work will call forth in a beholder’s mind’s eye. In the words of the psychoanalytic Pierre Fédida, l’absence est, peut-être, l’œuvre d’art. Merel van Tilburg !4 
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